
Ghost Hunting a home with clearing  protocols   
(this is a mashup of materials from  Raymond Grace, and Susan Russo and Jennifer Newton)

Causes What to measure Possible Solutions  (interchangeable)
Life Force of client or owner-measure in percentages 1-10   10 being optimal Adjust to life force of 10
Mental health of client 1-10 positive     1-10 negative Bring to highest level
Energy Level- Measured in thousands measure in thousands Bring to highest level

How many Negative Entities within the Energy field or Body danger   1-10

Please bless all disembodied sprits and misplaced beings who 
have been trapped in zones of no-time. Send them into the 
light or the most appropriated place for them at this time.

Negative energies within the home or workspace, person, home, 
property, how many, where?

Map dowse and clear, Neutralize, Adjust to 5th Dimensional 
Energies. 

Are there animals or rodents in home causing disturbances? is this the primary cause or are there multiple causes? Exterminate or remove 
Demonic Forces in body, energy field , home or property- yes no Neutralize mental programs, brainwash Programs
Did I know them in this life? mother father, siblings, cousins, 
lovers, Grandparents, former owners, traveling spirits, enemies, 
pets ,visitors

yes no   list them  (see chart- Who left energy at this 
location?

Discarnate energy that wandered onto property or attached to 
owner out of curiosity yes no Install Psychic elevator one way out
Did I know them in a former life? yes no  count number of lifetimes

Curses, Hexes Spells, Black Magic,  witchcraft or bad medicine
yes no    Who sent them? Were they intended for owner 
or attached to land?

Use psychic mirrors to bounce energy back to sender. Clear 
energy back to time before creation and prevent it. 

Negative Thought forms on Person or Property
Energies left by current or  former tenants, neighbors, 
visitors Neutralize, Adjust to 5th Dimensional Energies. 

Negative portal or door on property how many, where? Close Portal
Geopathic Stress - Water Veins, EMF energy, Cell Towers  Map dowse and clear
Spirits of disease or emotions pain- frequency, life force, spirit of Remove Banish deactivate adjust frequency 

death, fear
anger
grief 
lack of -love, food, money other poverty
failure
regret- things that they should have done or things they 
shouldn't have done.  
unfinished business
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Be sure to open and close each dowsing session so that any interferences in your life may be blocked. Do not skip that step. Ask to protect and clear yourself so no harm may come to you 
or your family. Ask to cloak yourself from any unwanted energies, and call the angels into your field for protection.  Ask to heal /reconnect then go into a dowing state and project the 

following intention. Ask your pendulum to swing and stop swinging when the work is done. 



4th dimensional energies creatures , critters in people organs - 
What is the effects of the emf or AC current on this person or 
groups of persons measure 1-10 ask to balance to each soul, home and family
What are the levels effects of beliefs, thoughts, memories and 
superstitions measure 1-10

inherited, self imposed, or by association. -scramble banish, 
adjust

Compatibility with spirit guides or non beneficial spirit guides measure 1-10

Run corrections on the compatibility of the guides. Fire the 
bad ones, hire new ones.  Ask helpers to take them to the 
other side and send appropriate able and willing and 
incorruptible Guides

Fragmented soul measure-- Ideal body frequency should be 62-78

Go back in time before the soul fragmented and run 
corrections to the proper frequency.  Ask to retrieve the 
missing parts and bring back to wholeness. Bring that spirits 
soul signature back to balance into the present and into the 
future.

Negative Energy Patterns at birth & degree of feeling wanted at 
birth Clear before conception

Non-Beneficial Psychic Cords

Check chakras 1-7           Root chakra (rape), Heart 
(emotional), Head (Control) Sacral (miscarriage or 
abortion) Sever and remove then send back to owner

Old vows or agreements yes no
Go back in time before the soul agreement and scramble the 
frequency of the event and all following events

Karmic How many lifetimes

Self-sabotage, self destruct, self hate, self punishment yes no
Neutralize and fill voids, adjust to love and 5th dimensional 
properties

Suspicions and emotions of suspicions yes no scramble, banish adjust. 

Close session, ask to harmonize all energies, forces, and 
influences that have invaded the spirit of the earth, person 
Property, animal, tree of business. 

Close session and bless the space and thank spirit. 

Suggested Reading list
Ghost Hunting for Dummies  Zak Bagans John Wiley and sons ISBN 978-1-119-58475-9  
Companions in spirit    Maggie Garfield/Jack Grant Celestial Arts ISBN 0-89087-407-7
The Pendulum- Bridge to infinite Knowledge   Dale W Olson Crysalline Publicatiions Eugene Oregon ISBN 1-879246-08-2
The Pendulum charts  Vol 1  The doorway to knowing your 
intuitive mind       Dale W Olson Crysalline Publicatiions Eugene Oregon ISBN 1-879-246-023


